Abstract. We present and evaluate a new deep neural network architecture for automatic thoracic disease detection on chest X-rays. Deep neural networks have shown great success in a plethora of visual recognition tasks such as image classification and object detection by stacking multiple layers of convolutional neural networks (CNN) in a feed-forward manner. However, the performance gain by going deeper has reached bottlenecks as a result of the trade-off between model complexity and discrimination power. We address this problem by utilizing the recently developed routing-by agreement mechanism in our architecture. A novel characteristic of our network structure is that it extends routing to two types of layer connections (1) connection between feature maps in dense layers, (2) connection between primary capsules and prediction capsules in final classification layer. We show that our networks achieve comparable results with much fewer layers in the measurement of AUC score. We further show the combined benefits of model interpretability by generating Gradient-weighted Class Activation Mapping (Grad-CAM) for localization. We demonstrate our results on the NIH chestX-ray14 dataset that consists of 112,120 images on 30,805 unique patients including 14 kinds of lung diseases.
Introduction
It is a relatively easy task for radiologists to read and diagnose chest X-ray images. However, teaching a computer to process hospital-scale of chest X-ray scans is extremely challenging. Chest X-rays is the most common imaging examinations in practice, with approximately 2 billion procedures per year [8] . The success of chest X-ray disease detection will lay the groundwork for more complex systems to provide consistent, trustable and interpretable second opinions on reading medical images of all kinds of modalities.
Deep Learning methods have been applied to disease classification, sensitive area localization and tissue segmentation [7] . The success of deep learning has made computer program an indispensable aid to physicians for disease analysis [11] . "ChestX-ray14" is so far the largest publicly available chest X-rays dataset [13] . Along with the collection of the dataset, baseline models were also tested on this dataset. The best is a 50 layers ResNet. There are many followed up works on this dataset, such as DenseNet based models [8, 14] or attention guided CNN to integrate disease-specific region and global cues [3] . However most of the current work randomly split the data into training, validation and testing. It is likely to have images from the same patient appear in both training and testing set. Such experimental setting makes the direct comparisons of reported evaluation metrics problematic. Yao [15] uses a learnable Log-Sum-Exp pooling functions in their network for classification and use Log-Sum-Exp pooling function to generate salient maps at different resolutions to indicate regions of interest (ROI). We also follow the split suggestion by Wang [13, 15] and does not use additional training data.
A highly correlated task with disease classification is to localize the sensitive area related to diseases. Weakly-supervised pathology localization has been used to generate heatmap based on class activation mappings (CAMs) [16] . RR Selvaraju [10] used Gradient-weighted Class Activation Mapping (Grad-CAM) as a more generalized form of CAMs without the need of global average pooling at last layer of feature maps. Zhe et al. proposed a unified approach to simultaneously perform disease identification and localization [6] .
Current advancement in deep network's recognition power is typically achieved by going deeper with more layers and denser connections. One exception is Hinton's Capsule net [9] which shows promising potential by its novel structure. The network's connectivity adapts to the coherence of input feature vectors other than being optimized through back propagation. The activations in higher levels are achieved by routing-by-agreement iteration. Dilin et al. [12] views Capsule net as minimizing a clustering loss function with a KL divergence regularization iteratively. Capsule network has been extended to many applications, includes but not limited to pathology lung segmentation [5] and brain tumor type classification [1] .
Inspired by Hinton's work, this paper proposes a new implementation of Capsule net on CNNs. Our model involves three key contributions.
-We introduce dense connectivities with dynamic routing into our network.
Dense connectivity is achieved by a 1 × 1 convolutional layer that takes all of the previous feature maps as input. And we extend the routing-by-agreement mechanism to that 1 × 1 convolutional layer. This preserves DenseNet's nice property of facilitating training process while incorporates Capsule Net's routing mechanism to select more relevant feature maps in a bottom-up fashion. To the best of our knowledge, our paper is the first work that extends dynamic routing to convolutional layers. -Our model is efficiently implemented using kernel trick. Feature maps need only to be calculated once per layer. The routing coefficient is set to be trainable only at the last iteration. Such implementation reduces the time for training and inference as its complexity is comparable to a single layer without routing iterations. -Rather than generating heatmap before global average pooling layers or fully connected layer, we generate heatmap before an average pooling layer of strides 4 × 4 and a fully connected dynamic routing layer before prediction layer. Our generated heatmap preserves the benefit of model interpretability as CAM without sacrifice classification accuracy by introducing global average pooling.
Methods
In our networks, chest X-ray images are firstly pre-processed and then passed to a down-sampling block of Conv-Pool-Conv-Pool. The first convolutional layer is of size 7 and stride 2. And then the second pooling layer is using max-pooling of size 3 and stride 2. Following with the max-pooling layer, we use a convolutional layer of size 1 and stride 2. Finally we use average-pooling layer of size 2 and stride 2 before feeding to our dense layer. We use dense blocks after down-sampling blocks. Our dense block follows the pattern in [4] except for the 1×1 convolutional layer. A dense layer consists of consecutive layers of composite functions which takes concatenated output produced in previous layers. Each composite function H l (·) consists 6 consecutive operations: BN-ReLu-Conv(1×1)-BN-ReLu-Conv(3×3). In our network, dynamic routing is included between the connections of 1×1 convolution layer. A dynamic routing dense block is illustrated in Fig. 1 .
Subsequent to dense blocks, we use a larger size convolutional layer with size 9 and stride 1. Then we use a average pooling layer of size 4 and stride 4 before we use a fully connected capsule layer to class labels. In our fully connected capsule layer, we reshape the feature map to primary capsules by taking 8 consecutive feature maps of each pixel as one capsule. Then we route the fully connected layer between primary capsules and disease label capsule following the routing by agreement mechanism in [9] . Finally, we take the L 2 norm of each vectors in digit capsules as the digit of each disease label.
1 × 1 Convolutional Capsule Layer
In Capsule net, the coupling coefficient is updated iteratively as the agreements between input and output from the layer below. We extend the routing-by-agreement mechanism [9] to 1 × 1 convolutional layer. The output capsule vector and routing coefficient can be computed element-wisely. However this brute-force effort is computational exhaustive and not feasible. The convolutional kernels and coupling coefficient share the property of parameter sharing. We propose to use kernel trick to implement dynamic routing on feature maps efficiently. Recall that in 1 × 1 convolutional layer, every output of feature map g j is the linear combination of input feature maps f i .
where K i,j is the scalar element of convolutional kernel. Here we follow the dynamic routing and define the termf j|i = W i,j f i as the "prediction vector" from input feature map f i to output feature map g j . Similarly as the mechanism of capsule net, we use coupling coefficient to represent the agreements between the input and output feature map of 1 × 1 convolutional layer. Specifically, the output feature maps is weighted sum of prediction vectors weighted on coupling coefficient.
where the coupling coefficient term c i,j is updated by the following two steps: Softmax
Step:
Evidence Update
Rather than getting the new couping coefficient by updating the whole feature map in every iteration. We can take the simplified step by applying kernel tricks.f
The termf j|i · g j can be computed as:
And the norm of feature maps |g j | can be computed as the weighted sum of f j|i · g j :
So we only need vector product of input feature maps f l · f i , convolutional kernel W i,j and routing coefficient c i,j produced in last step to compute the termf j|i · squash(g j ) to update routing coefficient. The inner product of input feature maps f i · f j only need to be computed once and are shared in every step of iteration.
Experiment Results
ChestX-ray14 dataset includes front view of chest X-ray images. Each one is annotated with multiple of 14 categories of lung diseases. We augment our training data by flipping the training images, randomly adjusting their brightness and contrast. To make our training and inferencing tractable, we resize the original chest X-ray image from original resolution 1024 × 1024 to 256 × 256. Those images are then standardized to zero mean and unit scale as the first step of our network. To validate the performance of our model, we follow the training and testing partition suggested by [13] with 86524 training/validation images and 25596 testing images. Table 1 . Compared to our baseline model, our proposed model achieves performance increase with replacing the 1×1 convolutional layer with our 1×1 capsule convolutional layer. The gain is brought by the increased generalization ability through routing-byagreement between capsules. Our results also outperforms state-of-the-art algorithm in the literature.
Our neural network model is implemented using Tensorflow. Models are trained using Adam optimizer. The learning rate is set to α = 0.001, β 1 = 0.9, β 2 = 0.999 and = 10 −8 as our default parameters. Parameters are initialized using random normal initializations.
Curriculum learning is used in our training to stabilize our training process [2] . As sparse positive labels in training data favors negative prediction, we set a down-scaling parameter on negative labels to compensate for that. We firstly set λ + = 1 and λ − = 0.05. And then we shifted to λ + = |N | |P |+|N | and λ − = |P | |P |+|N | after 50 epochs. Our whole training takes around 400, 000 global steps from random initialization and converges in 150, 000 global steps. We use GTX-1080Ti to accelerate our training process. It takes about 30 hours for our whole training process. We train our network only on chest X-ray dataset without any pretraining.
We explore the impact of dynamic routing on 1×1 convolutional capsules and the variations of network architectures on the performance of disease classifications. We replace the 1×1 convolutional capsule in our proposed model to standard 1×1 convolutional in our baseline. All the variations in network architectures are trained using the same settings to compare apple to apple.
Finally, we generate Grad-CAM for as interpretation of our model's prediction. We investigate these regions that are considered important for our disease predictions and compare it with the bounding box that are provided by professional physicians. To define the important region of our generated Grad-CAM, we normalize our Grad-CAM from 0 to 1, and preserve those areas with an activation larger than 0.1 as the important region.
Classification Accuracy Many of the follow up works on this dataset split the dataset randomly rather follow the suggestion given in the original dataset [13] . We compare our models with the only two utilizing the official splits of training and testing data. Our model is demonstrated to be the state-of-the-art as shown in Table 1 .
Convolutional capsule net achieves stable results in every category of pathology label predictions with much smaller number of layers and simpler network structures. Replacing our 1×1 convolutional capsules with standard 1×1 convolutional layer results in degraded accuracies in nearly all categories of pathology. In average, the standard standard 1×1 convolutional layer reduced accuracy by 15%. The increased accuracy reported in test dataset by our proposed model demonstrated the effectiveness of adopting capsule routing in convolutional layers.
Disease Localization We generate heap-map to visualize the area that is indicative of a suspect disease. We use the Grad-CAM to generate heat-map for disease area localization. We generate Grad-CAM M c from primary capsules at the resolution of 32×32 before 4×4 average pooling layer. And then we up-sample it to the dimensions of input image and overlay it with the corresponding images. Fig. 2 shows the heat-map generated by two chest x-ray images of patients diagnosed with Atelectasis. Qualitatively, the Grad-CAM of our model almost overlaps with the sensitive area of lung that are diagnosed with the corresponding pathology. Specifically in 2(a), the patient has Atelectasis in upper part of his left lung. The Grad-CAM of his chest X-ray image overlaps with his upper-left lung. Similarly in 2(b) generated Grad-CAM for patient with upper-right lung pathology is activated at upper-right lung. We find that the heat-map generated at primary capsule level is indicative to disease area even though it is generated at low resolution.
For a quantitative analysis, We compare our generated Grad-CAM with the hand annotated ground truth (GT) boxes included in ChestX-ray14. Although the total number of B-Box annotations (1600 images) is relatively small compared with the entire dataset, it is still reasonable to estimate on the interpretation of our model. To exam the accuracy of our computed Grad-CAM versus the GT B-Box, we use Intersection over the detected B-Box ratio (IoBB) for measurement. Table 2 illustrates the localization accuracy (Acc.) for each disease type, with T (IoBB) ∈ {0.1, 0.25, 0.5}. 
Conclusion
In this work, we handle the disease detection problem by using dynamic routing between 1 × 1 convolutional layers in dense block. We further test our network's detection accuracy and model interpretability in our experiment. For future work, we plan to improve disease localization by integrating location information provided in the dataset using semi-supervised learning.
